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The Consulting Office is closed every Wednesday from 13:30-14:30 for staff
meetings. If extension 1278 is busy, a message may be left on extension
1279. Messages may also be sent to the CONSULTI virtual machine on either
the Iii 4341 (10) or the IHB4 4341 (IA).
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MONDAY Ann Cowley Harsh Anand Passi
'IJESDAY Erich Thanhardt or Dan Anderson or
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WEDNESDAY Erich Thanhardt Dave Kennison or

Ken Hansen
JHURSDAY Barb Horner Dan Anderson

FRIDAY Ken Hansen Dave Kennison
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All machines may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout.
In addition, some machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as
follows: CRAY,CA, 06:00-08:00 (T Th); CRAY,C1, 06:00-08:00 (M W); TAI,
06:00-07:00 (daily); MODCCMP, 08:00-12l00 (st Monday of month).

The Iecord is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is oerated by the: Univer-
sity Corporation for Atnospheric Research and is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Reference to a ccrrpany or product name does not imply
approval or recomnendation of the product to the exclusion of others.
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The CDC 7600 being lifted by crane onto the truck which carried the computer
to its new location.

SCD Bids Farewell to the CDC 7600

After nearly two months of preparation, overs finally took numerous disassem-
bled pieces of SCD's decomissioned CDC 7600 computer and loaded them on a
semi-trailer truck to be shipped off to a new east coast home. The "moving"
of the caomputer took 5 technicians nearly 6 weeks to accomplish. The entire
CPU, consisting of thousands of multi-colored wires was carefully dissected,
labeled, and boxed. Power cables, connectors, and other coaxial remnants of
the computer filled the hallways outside of the machine room as the techni-
cians cataloged what-went-where. The mountain of parts which used to be a
functioning computational machine were placed into wooden crates, moved down
to NCAR's loading dock, and transferred onto the semi-trailer truck. The
equally careful reassembly of the CDC 7600 is currently underway at its new
home.

-3-
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NCAR purchased the CDC 7600 in June of 1971. Working in conjunction with
NCAR's first CRAY-1 supercomputer, the CDC 7600 provided high-speed access to
the CRAY-i and gave computer users the best "number crunching" power available
for the next ten years.

When SCD purchased a second CRAY-1 computer in December of 1982 as a replace-
ment for the aging CDC 7600, plans were laid to recycle the CDC 7600 at the
earliest possible time in order to free up sorely needed floor space within
the computing room. Offers were sent out and solicitations received until
finally the computer was acquired by the BETTIS Division of
Westinghouse/Pittsburgh.

by Dave Maxey

Report of Cray Users Group Meeting, October 1983

The semi-annual Cray Users Group (COG) meeting was held in Pittsburgh October
4-6, 1983. It was hosted by Westinghouse/Pittsburgh. Ann Cowley, Karen
Friedman, Gary Jensen and Gene Schumacher were the participants from NCAR.
They are all on the CUG Steering Committee; Gary is Operations Workshop
Chair, Ann was again elected as Chair of the User Requirements (formerly the
Wishlist) Review Committee, Karen is Editor of the Proceedings, Gene is a
member-at-large.

The Steering Committee has been heavily involved in formalizing the organiza-
tion of the User Group which has included a ccmplete revision of the Bylaws.
The new Bylaws are to be voted on by the membership before the next C~G meet-
ing in the spring. The Steering Committee has appointed people to chair
several new working groups including a Languages Group, a CTSS Group, and a
Program Committee. Other working groups may evolve if enough interest is
shown by User Group members.

The CUG Requirements Review Committee met twice during the meeting, at which
time the former Wishlist was revised, obsolete and unclear items were deleted,
and similar items were grouped together. The voting procedure and review pro-
cess for the Wishlist were redefined. Specifically, it was decided that no
more than five Wishlist items per site would be accepted for review during any
given review period.

A new Requirements list will be published in the Proceedings of the meeting.
The list is also available from Ann.

Corporate Report

Bruce Kasson, Vice President of Cray Research, Inc. (CRI), presented the Cor-
porate Report. He highlighted the following events of the last six months:

1. The first CRAY X-MP was installed and six or seven more X-MP installa-
tions are scheduled before the end of 1983.

-4-
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2. The first Solid State Disk (SSD) was also installed.

3. The Silicon and Gallium Arsenide Facility necessary for the CRAY-2 com-
puters was completed.

4. Multitasking software was developed.

5. CRAY-1, Serial #50 was shipped to LANL, and sixty-four additional
machines should be installed at various locations by the end of the year.

6. As of January 1, 1983, there were thirty-two domestic installations and
ten international. By October 1, 1983, there were forty-one domestic and
twenty-two international installations.

Software Update

1. Margaret Loftus, Vice President in charge of CRI Software Development,
pointed out that a VAX station and Cyber/NOS station had been released.
COS 1.12/CFT 1.11 is the largest release ever with fifty major features
and 350,000 lines of code. Some of the significant new features are:

* CRAY X-MP support

* The new CFT Calling Sequence

* SSD support

* Enhanced job scheduler

* IPM tape catalog

* Network system

* Enhanced security

* I/O improvements

2. Work is continuing on CRAY-2 software. UNIX is running on the CRAY-1/S
as a development tool. The FORTRAN effort should have a cross compiler
available by year's end. A PASCAL assembler and a simulator is also
available.

3. PASCAL was released this fall.

4. Work continues on NFT (New FORTRAN).

5. A Sort/Merge package is being developed by Pacific Sierra under contract
to CRI. It should be available before the end of 1984. This item has
been high on the User Requirements List for some time.

6. CRI is pushing for interactive stations and interactive graphics.
Enhancements to UPDATE are also in process. The University of Utah is
working with CRI on LISP, but there has been no decision to make it a
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product.

CRAY X-MP Status

1. Peter Rigsbee of CRI gave a status report on the CRAY X-MP and its multi-
tasking capabilities.

2. Release 1.12 enables separate job streams. $SCILIB has optimization for
the X-MP. CAL has X-MP instructions. Other products are being changed
as needed.

3. Release 1.13 multitasking support includes COS multitasking, multitasking
features in libraries and a "heap" manager. CFT libraries are re-entrant
and there is a new CF instruction scheduler.

4. The COS X-MP design schedules the CPU usage as two separate and equal
resources that are not under user control. Each task is scheduled
separately. The multitasking application allows: long jobs to run on a
dedicated CPU, two CPUs to run, and large memory use. It also allows
large, independent partitions; the larger the parts, the better the per-
formance. The code, as far as possible, should be fully vectorized and
optimized before multitasking. Multitasking is not automatic and
requires programming. Multitasked routines are difficult to debug as
timing is a factor. The target at this time is dedicated use in a batch
environment--not in individual improved performance. The approach is to
multitask within a job step and divide tasks at the subroutine level.
Library calls may be made to create tasks and protect memory.

5. New features are TASKS (run in parallel), LOCKS (control access to criti-
cal regions) and EVENTS (pass signals between TASKS).

6. Some user aids are planned. They include a User's Guide to be available
with release 1.13. This will be in the form of a technical note. COT
will have analysis tools. Libraries will provide tuning aids and traces.

7. The current status of multitasking is that it is on schedule for release
1.13. ECMWF using COS X.13 has been in production since August. Their
timing tests show significant clock time improvements with no tuning of
the code.

Clock Time

X-MP with SSD and multitasking 1.25

X-MP with SSD, NO multitasking 2.00

CRAY-lA disk, NO multitasking 3.75

In sumary, COS 1.13 multitasking operates smoothly if the progranmmers are
well versed in its features. Additional libraries and languages are being
explored as well as analysis and debugging tools.

Decermber 1, 183
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CRAY- 2 Update

The current CRAY-2 software has a UNIX-based operating system and CFT FORTRAN.
Conversions from CRAY-i CAL and NFT (New FORTRAN) will follow. The CAL assem-
bler is based on CRAY-1 CAL, but is being rewritten. Multitasking software
will be ported to CRAY-2 from the X-MP. The FORTRAN interface will be the
same as X-MP/COS. There will be no shared memory.

Operations Workshop

The Operations Workshop, chaired by Gary Jensen, ran concurrently with the
Libraries and Languages workshops all day Wednesday.

During the first session of the Operations Workshop, papers were presented by:

1. Don Kopelic of Westinghouse on their Computer Operations and Network
Operations Center and how they function.

2. Clark Pidcock of the Institute for Defense Analyses on their self-
maintenance programs for the CRAY-1.

3. G. A. Long of Westinghouse on the Westinghouse Data Communications Net-
work.

During the second session, Gary Jensen of NCAR presented the Site Reliability
Reports, W. G. Clark of Westinghouse presented a paper on Output
Services/Microfilm/Laser Printer Operations at Westinghouse and there was a
report and round table discussion by Doug Wheeland of Cray Research, Inc. on
the current status of hardware projects at CRI and in the field.

The third session included papers by Fred Montoya of IANL on Operating CRAY
camputers at IANL with a Multi-work Schedule and Josh Axelrod of LLNL on Per-
formance of Systems at LLNL. An open discussion at the end of the workshop
brought forth presentations by Marilyn Richards of hNMFE on Not Performing PM
on the CRAY-1 and by Kelly Montoya of Sandia/Albuquerque on Why PM Should be
Performed on the CRAY-1.

Despite being only the fourth meeting of the Operations Workshop, it was very
well attended and highly informative. Clearly, the interest level for this
type of meeting was quite high. A special thanks to the Westinghouse people
for their help and desire to participate.

Libraries and Languages Workshop

The first session of the Libraries and Languages Workshop concentrated on LANL
CFTLIB and CF]MATH. These are the IANL equivalents to SCD's CRAYLIB and
$NCARLB. Much of their CFIMATH is based on the SLATC collection which is
also available at NCAR.

Jack Warner of Bell Labs presented a paper entitled "Dynamic Memory Allocation
for the FORTRAN Programner." To support a "common environment" for the FOR-
TRAN programmer on various computers, Bell Labs provides the same dynamic
merrory allocation program. The user interface, internal data structure and
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CRAY peculiarities were discussed.

Jim Giles of LANL presented a paper entitled "Binary and Decimal Conversion of
Floating Point Numbers." Since the proposed CRI improvement of formatted I/O
introduces less accuracy, a relatively fast algorithm for accurate data
conversion was described.

More information on both of the above papers is available from Ann Cowley.

Next Meeting

The next meeting of the Cray User Group will be held April 25-27, 1984 in
Paris, France.

by Ann Cowley & Gary Jensen

SCD Begins Planning for 1984 Site Visits

The Scientific Computing Division, responding to the wishes of remote site
users, is once again in the planning process for the 1984 SCD Site Visit Pro-
gram.

The program, which last year brought an SCD representative from the User Ser-
vices Section to 26 universities across the country, has received wide accep-
tance among remote users of the computing division. The Site Visit Program
is designed to give SCD's remote users the opportunity to learn about changes
in hardware and software, current implementations of software features which
may affect their computing activities, and most importantly, a chance to
address questions directly to a member of the SCD staff.

The site visits also help users keep abreast of the nost current versions of
User's Guides and other pertinent documentation and provide SCD with firsthand
experience in how users experience SCD from afar. This type of direct feed-
back helps SCD management formulate new and better ways to serve SCD's remote
computer user.

Within the next several weeks, each site will receive a letter from SCD
requesting information on that site's desire to have an SCD representative
visit. Based upon the responses received, the 1984 site visit itinerary will
be formulated. Typically, the site visits occur between March and June of
each year, but this timing largely depends on each site's needs and time con-
straints.

The annual SCD Site Visit Program is an opportunity for those scientists and
researchers (and their staff) to interact closely with a member of the SCD
staff. SCD is looking forward to the 1984 program of site visits. Watch for
the letter in your mail!

by Greg McArthur

December 1, 1983
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Monthly ' 1I Purge Effective February 1984

As announced in the November 1983 issue of The Record, an experimental change
in the VSN purge procedure will begin February 4, 1984.

The new VSN purge policy, simply stated, is as follows: on the first Saturday
of each month, rather than quarterly, a purge of all VSNs not accessed during
the previous three months will take place.

The current quarterly purge of VSNs allows an actual period of up to almost
six months to elapse before an unaccessed VSN is purged. The new system will
allow a maximum of nearly four months to elapse without access before a VSN is
removed from the TBM, thereby reducing the overload of unaccessed VSNs on the
TMI by two months.

UNDER THE NEW MONTHLY SYSTEM, USERS WILL NOT NEED TO UPDATE VSNS EVERY MONTH .
A quarterly update will save all needed VSNs because the monthly purge will be
based upon a three month non-access period as before.

The UPKEEP utility will help users to keep track of their VSNs. The use of
the ARCHIVE facility is recommended for those VSNs which you may wish to save
for long periods without accessing or changing. Please report your VSNs that
fit into this category to the mass store librarian (Mary Trembour, 497-1232).

by Mary Trembour

New Documentation for TI'V I Utility - Added Features

There are two additional features for the CRAY-1 utility program TBMVSN. The
first is explained in point 4 below, and the second is a new option; using END
or ENDX.

T4VSN provides Terabit Memory (TBM) Volume Serial Name (VSN) information for
user and/or project numbers. You specify the numbers as input data and TMVIVSN
returns a list of VSNs associated with these numbers. Unless the /T option is
used (see Options below), each listed VSN is accompanied with the following
information:

1. Whether the VSN was created by the CDC 7600 or by one of the CRAY-1 com-
puters.

2. Whether or not the VSN has a write password and/or a read password.

3. Whether or not the VSN is exenpt from the quarterly purge (by residing on
a Dedicated or Archival reel or on a special Save list, such as PLIB or
PSTORE volumes).

4. Whether the VSN's inactive copy has an error. Such VSNs are marked with
an asterisk. To correct these errors, users should ascend and re-descend
the VSNs so marked.
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Options

Below is a list of the options available to you when using THMVSN:

* List VSNs by date of last access; to activate, append /D to the user or
project number.

* List VSNs by tape reel containing the active copy; to activate, append /T
after the user or project number. Information resulting from this option
should be used to group VSN requests by tape reel, thereby improving
throughput. To save space, VSNs listed under this option are not accom-
panied by any of the following information: CDC 7600/CRAY-1 origin, pass-
word flag, purge-exempt flag, or error flag.

* List unassociated VSNs, i.e. VSNs which have no user or project number;
to activate, terminate input data with an ENDX line (or record). The END
terminator omits this list.

Input Records

Each input record contains one identifier or user/project number.

Identifiers must start in column one. Valid identifiers are PROJ, USER, and
END or ENDX. PROJ indicates that the data preceding the next identifier con-
tain project numbers. USER indicates a similar relationship for user numbers.
ENDX and END signal data termination, with and without the list of unassoci-
ated VSNs, respectively.

User or project numbers must start in column five. Valid user numbers are
four digits long; valid project numbers are eight digits long. Both user and
project numbers may be appended by either /D or /T (see above options).

Sample job structure

JOB ,JN=j obname ,US=use rprojec t ,*TB.
TMVSN .

EXIT.
\EOF
PROJ

43310016
43310016/D (List VSNs by date of last activity)
43310016/T (List VSNs by TSM active-copy reel)
43510012

USER
7925
7925
7925/D (List VSNs by date of last activity)
7925/T (List VSNs by TBM active-copy reel)

END (or ENDX, to list unassociated VSNs)
\EOF

by John Merrill, Dick Valent, and Mary Trembour
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CD Offers Course in Vecorization and Optimization Techniques

Vector ization and optimization are ways to increase your job throughput on the
two CRAY-i cczputers at NCAR. The techniques for accon lishing code vector i-
zation and optimization will be discussed in a three-part seminar to be given
by Bonnie Gacnik. The first seminar will cover optimization and the second
two will deal with vectorization.

Bonnie, a prograumer in SCDs Multi-User Software Group, has recently attended
an in-depth course on the subject in Mendota Heights, Minnesota at Cray
Research Inc. headquarters.

The seminars are open to all interested users of EAR's CRAY-i machines.
Participation in all three seminars is encouraged as material for the last two
seminars will derive from information presented in the first one. The times
and dates for the seminars are given below.

DATE TIME LOCATION

Monday, Dec. 5, 1983 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. Main Seminar Room (Mesa Lab)

Wednesday, Dec. 7, 1983 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. Main Seminar Room (Mesa Lab)

Friday, Dec. 9, 1983 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. Main Seminar Room (Mesa Lab)

by Greg McArthur

PSIRmE Version 2.00 - PSIVRE Access frm the M41 4341

Version 02 (V02.00) of PS'IORE was installed November 22 on the I34 4341 (IA),
the I EM 4341 (10), and on both CRAY-1 carputers. This release implements
PS'IORE access from the IBM 4341 computers.

PS'EORE access is initiated and monitored via five commands on the I34 4341:

'COPY P OPY initiates the copying of one or more files from PS ORE to an
equal number of CMS mini-disk files; or, PCOPY initiates the copying
of one or more 0S mini-disk files to an equal number of PSTORE
files.

h1F', PDE. initiates deletion of one or more files from PSEORE.

PDIR PDR initiates the display (on the terminal); of the names and attri-
butes of all of the files in a user's (or another user's) PSIORE.

PONE POONE is used to determine when a particular PCOPY, PDEE; an/or POIR
function has completed processing and to diplay (on the terminal)
the diagnostic messages relatd to that processing. FPor PDIR, PDONE
also isplas te requested directory. For P2]OPY (from PSIO3RE),

-1.1- December 1, .198 3
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PDONE also cargletes the transfer of files from PSTOIRE to MS mini-
disk files.

PACTIVE PACTIVE displays a list (on the terminal) of all of the PSTORE func-
tions initiated by PCOPY, PDEE and/or PDIR and still pending comnale-
tion. PACTIVE displays the function number and the command line
which initiated the function.

Edition 02 (E02.00) of the PSIORE document "PS'IRE - A Permanent File Storage
System" is available in the Consulting Office or from Sal Farfan (303) 497-
1292. This edition documents the PSORE nodifications made in V02.00 as
described above.

Users are strongly advised to request this documentation before attempting to
use PS'IORE from the IE4 4341. There are several setup requirements which have
not been.specified in this article, and you will be unable to use PSIORE com-
mands until you are familiar with the information covered in Edition 02 of
"PSTORE - A Permanent File Storage System."

by Herb Poppe

New FJC for Obtaining Docmentation on CRAY-1 Library outines

An EXECX has been written for the User EXEC Library on the ICI4 4341 to simplify
the process of obtaining documentation located on the CRAY-l. The EEXEC,
called GEDOC, creates a file called GET1 JOB which contains the CRAY-I JCL
needed to obtain the user specified documentation and ship it to the user
specified output device, then submits this job to the CRAY-l serial #14
(CRAY,CA).

The format of the GETDOC conmmand is:

GETDOC <<LIB=>libname <DOC=>docl< ,doc2,... , doc n>
<<WT=>output> <<SCI=>user #> <<PROJ=>proj #>

'< >' indicates optional keywords and parameters.

Parameters

lib x the name of the C3RAY-l library containing thae file (s) dod
(through oc n). The default value is DOCLIB.

docl,... ,docn the name(s) of the documentation file (s) desired from libname.
At least one documentation file mrust be specified.

output the type of output desired. Acceptable values are DISK, PAPER
or FICHE. 'The defaullt value is DISK.

-12- ecember 1i, 1983
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user # the scientist number to appear on the JOB card. GETDOC will
look up your scientist number if it is not specified.

proj # the project number to appear on the JOB card. GE'rDOC will look
up your project number if it is not specified.

Examples

To send the documentation file on using Software Tools on the CRAY-l to your
virtual reader, issue:

GETDOC TOOLS CRAYUSE DISK 1234 12345678

To print the listing of available routines in the two software categories
'Fast Fourier Transforms' (D6) and 'Matrix Multiplication' (Flb3), issue:

GETDOC DOC=D6,FlB3 OXJT=PAPER

Usage Notes

1. GE7IVOC runs about four times faster if SCI and PROJ are specified.

2. Values of LIB and DOd are not checked against acceptable values.

by Mike Ernst

IOB Update

fte use of the on-line software catalog on the I34 4341 was outlined in the
November 1983 issue of The Record. Since that time twon more files have been
added to that facility, both outlining techniques for efficient use of ISORE.
By typing HELP USAGE you my obtain information on how to find the best
software for your needs via HELP files on the IBM 4341. By typing HELP
LI IEP you may obtain an explanation on how to get the same information from
files available on the CRAY-l. Either HELP file is also available from within
the ISORE HELP menu (type HELP ISORE).

A related article in this issue of The Record describes a new EXC available
on the IBM 4341, named GETDOC, which canbe used to simplify the process of
obtaining documentation from the CRAY-1.

by Mike Ernst

During this ti-me of the year, thle management and staff of SdD would like to
wish each of our users the very best of the Holiday Season.

-13- Decembder 1, 19 83
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Elgenvalue Package for Sparse Matrices

The LASO2 package is a set of FORTRN subroutines for cuputing a few eigen-
values of a large (sparse) symmetric matrix. The author, Dr. David Scott, is
with the Computer Science Department at the ~niversity of Texas at Austin.
The package was obtained by SCD's Software and Libraries Group. It is
currently undergoing testing by Dr. James Curry of SCD. Results of these
tests will be included in a forthcoming article in The Record.

According to the author, the subroutines available in EISPACK are not very
efficient for computing a few eigenvalues of a symmetric band matrix. The new
solver is better for two reasons:

1. The work required is proportional to the dimension of the band matrix
instead of being proportional to the square of the dimension.

2. The algorithm can take advantage of known approximations to eigenvectors.

In the LASO2 context, certain eigenvalues are computed at each step and it is
easy to augment the eigenvector from the previous step with zeros to obtain an
approximate eigenvector. In later steps of the Lanczos algorithm these
approximations are really quite good and significant savings over the EISPACK
codes are obtained.

At NCAR, the following three CRAY-1 JCL statements provide access to the LASO 2
source, user entry information, and extensive package documentation, respec-
tively:

GETSIi ,LIB=XLIB ,FILELASO2 ,L=local .
GErDOC ,LIB=XLIB ,DOC=IASO2 ,L=local .
GEDOC , LIB=DOCLI B ,DOC=LASO2 ,L=local .

where "local" is the CRAY-l local dataset in which the desired source or docu-
mentation is to be stored. The extensive documentation residing on DOCLIB
occupies about 1200 lines.

by Richard Valent

software Update Notice: F IWMfl on $tARLB,CRAYLIB

On Decemer 14, entries PACK and UPAK will be deleed from FPACER on
$NCARB and CRAYLB. Replacemnt entries within the same packae are named
PACIKB and UNPKB, and you mray bsegin using them rgw with te same calling
sequences as PACK and NPACK, respectively. This update is bing~ done at te
suggestion of ~2R's CRAY-l site analyst to resolve name~ conflicts with the
CRAY-l library $SCCLIB.

by Richard Valent

-14 - December 1, 198 3
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NCAR Piblic Software and PSTORE

The SCD Software and Libraries Group maintains many public software libraries
for use on the CRAY-1, including the following:

AMOSLIB CRAYLIB DOCLIB EISPACK
FUNPACK IMSL LINPACK ULIB
PORTLIB SLATE TESTLIB XLIB

In the past, source versions of these libraries have been provided in the form

of CDC 7600 or UPDATE datasets. These datasets are now being replaced with
PSTORE datasets. It is anticipated that this change will be complete by Janu-
ary 18, 1984.

To avoid inconvenience, users are encouraged to obtain source and documenta-

tion via the CRAY-1 GETSRC and GETDOC control statements maintained by the
Software and Libraries Group.

by Richard Valent

Demornstration Drivers for some Libraries Available on the CRAY-1

On the CRAY-I computers, on-line documentation for routines in the SCD
software libraries can be listed using the GETDOC utility. (For a complete
description of GErDOC, see the June and July 1982 issues of The Record (Volume
3, Numbers 6 & 7). This utility is now supplemented by a new command, TEST,
which executes a demonstration run of specified routines.

The command TEST provides a demonstration test run of a sample program of the
user-callable routines from the NAG, IMSL and ULIB libraries. Sample programs
for the NAG and the IMSL routines are documented in their respective Library
Reference manuals. A copy of each these manuals is available in the Consult-
ing Office library, but there is no on-line documentation currently available.
Sample test programs for the ULIB routines can be accessed through the TESTLIB
library. No hard copy reference manual exists for ULIB routines (with the
exception of the Graphics routines) but on-line documentation can be obtained
for test examples with the GETDOC utility by specifying LIB='ESTLIB.

A sample program serves three useful purposes:

* It illustrates a simple call to the desired routine and helps the user
set up calls to the routine. Often a library package contains several
routines that must be called in the correct order and with appropriate
arguments to solve a single problem. Sample programs denonstrate the use
of such packages.

* It insures that the routine in question works, at least at a minimal
level.
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* It aids in maintaining libraries through compiler, operating system, and
library changes.

The format of the CRAY-i comand to run these tests is as follows:

TEST ,LIB=lib ,FILE- (fil: f12:...: f18) .

LIB=lib Substitute for 'lib' one of the following library nams: IMSL ,NAG or
ULIB.

FILE= (fll:f12:...:f18) -- up to eight files may be specified, separated
by colons.

The output of the demonstration test run is different for each library.

IMSL Library Routines

In order to run the sample program for the routine DVERK, include the follow-
ing control statement in the CRAY-l JCL:

TEST ,LIB=IMSL ,FI LEOVERK .

Output fran the TEST coiacnd includes:

* Compiled listing of the sarple program, the test routine DVEK, and the
external subprogram (required by DVERK) TDVEL and TDVEX.

* Printed output which can be compared with the document example output.

* The message "DVERK DVEK S PASSED" or "DVERK DVEK S FAILED" depending on
whether the test passed or failed to reproduce the output of the documnt
example to sufficient accuracy. Here DVEK is the test routine label
(i.e. the minimal test for DVERK is named IEVEK) and "5" refers to the
precision tested.

NAG Library Routines

To compile and run an example program for the routine DO2CAF, include the fol-
lowing control statement in the CRAY-l JCL:

TEST ,LIB=NAG,FILE=DO2CAF.

Output from the TEST carmand includes:

* Compiled listing of the sample program.

*k computed example results and te results as listed in the Library Refer-
ence manual. No auto~matic ccxmparison of results is made. The computed
exalTple results may not be exactly the samae as printed in the Library
Manual due to different comnputer/ccxipiler envirornrnts. The results
whtich are rrst sensitive to such differences are: eigenvectors (which
may differ by a scalar multiplle, often -1, but somatimes cairplex); inter-
mediate irnitoring output from routines in chapters D02 and E04 (which
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may involve a different number of iterations); and residuals and other
"small" quantities of the same order as the machine precision.

ULIB Library Routines

In order to run the sample program which will execute the test routine, for
the routine ODEN, include the following control statement in the CRAY-1 JCL:

TEST ,LIB=ULIB ,FILE=OD N.

Output from the TEST command includes:

* Compiled listing of the sample program and the test file ODEN (TESTLIB).

* A one-line message. If the computed solution is within a specified
tolerance of the analytic solution, 'ODEN TEST SUOCESSFUL' is printed,
otherwise the message "ODEN TEST UNSUCCESSFUL' is printed. In the case
of failure, additional messages are written identifying the failure more
explicitly.

* Fiche output may be produced depending on the routine.

by Harsh Anand Passi

the New Cray CFT 1.11 akmpiler

A version of the CFT 1.11 compiler is available at NCAR on both CRAY-1
machines. The CFT 1.11 presently available at NCAR contains all the features
advertised in the new CFT Reference Manual (SR-0009, revision J, change packet
J-01) that could be practically implemented under COS 1.11. Since we must
upgrade the operating system to COS 1.12 before the libraries ($FTLIB, $ARLIB,
$UTLIB and $IOLIB) can be generated, some of the library support routines for
CFT 1.11, as documented in the 1.12 Library Reference Manual, are not
presently supported.

You may access CFT 1.11 on either CRAY-1 machine by placing the control state-
ment:

CFT111.

prior to the first invocation of CFT. If you encounter related problems,
please report them to Tom Engel at (303) 497-1297.

The CET 1.11 compiler provides several new extensions to optimizing FORTRAN
code on the CRAY-1. Listed below are the features new to CET 1.11. Many of
these features enhance the performance of codes compiled with CFT. The fol-
lowing list provides a summary of new features to CFT and is not intended as a
reference.
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Control card options added in (Yr 1.11

1. New OPT= options:

a. Conversion of IF statements in DO loops.
directives NOIBCON and RESUMEItN.

See also the new compiler

Disables optimization of conditional replacextent
statements of the form "IF (logical expression)
var=expression" except where (Yr replaces these
statements with MAX4IN functions (default).

OPT=PARTIALIBUON Allows (Yr to optimize conditional replacement
statements of the form "IF (logical expression)
var=expression" if "var" is of type integer, real
or logical, and "expression" does not involve
division or an external function reference. CFT
generates code similar to
"var=CMGx(expression, var, condition) ". If this
option is selected, the IF statement will not
inhibit vector ization or break an optimization
block.

OPr=FUJLICON Allows CYT to optimize conditional replacement
statements as for PARTIALIFCON, except that
replacement statements involving division or
external function references are also optimized.

b. Integer multiply and divide. See also the new compiler directives
FAS1!4MD and SIIMJMD.

OPT=FAS4D Causes CET to use the fast integer multiply and
divide algorithm. Operands and results are lim-
ited to 46 bits. There is no overflow protection.

OPr SIOWMD Causes CFT to use the full 64-bit integer multiply
and divide (default).

2. Optimization block size (MAXBTJCK=). See also the old compiler directive
BLWCK.

MAXBWiACK b Allows CFr to optimize or vector ize a block of code with a
length up to mb words. The default value of mb is 2560
words of internal intermediate text. NOTE: Values larger
than 2560 may increase optimization, but may cause internal
crmpiler errors which may be undetected by CFT. MAXBXK=l
eliminates optimization and vector ization.

3. Registers used for integer values (INT=). See also the compiler direc-
tives 1NT24 and 1NT640
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INT=il Sets the length, in bits, of integers. "il" may have the
value of 24 or 64. If INT=64, integers are 64 bits long
(default). If INT=24, integers are 24 bits long.

Compiler directives added in CFT 1.11

NO SIDE EFFECTS

NOIOCON

RESUMEIPREON

SIORTrnOP

FASTMD / SITWMD

INT24 / INT64

The NO SIDE EFFECTS directive declares an external subpro-
gram as having "no side effects", that is, it does not
change the value of a variable local to the calling routine.

The NOIFCON directive turns off the IF statement conversion
level declared on the CFT control statement for those state-
ments following the directive.

The RESUMEIFCON directive returns the IF statement conver-
sion level back to that declared on the CFT control state-
ment.

The SCHORTLDOP directive instructs CFT that the following DO
loop will be executed at least once and no more than 64
times.

The FASTMD directive instructs CFT to perform 46-bit integer
multiplies and divides. SLOMD instructs CFT to perform 64-
bit integer multiplies and divides.

The INT24 directive existed prior to CFT 1.11; INT64 has
been added for compatibility.

Other new (automatic) optimizations

In previous versions of the CFT campiler, the use of constant increment
integers (CIIs) in expressions within a DO loop would inhibit vectorization.
With the 1.11 ccimpiler, DO loops with CIIs in expressions will now vectorize
(barring inhibition of vector ization for some other reason).

IF statements of the following forms no longer inhibit vector ization of a DO
loop:

IF (variable .ROP .express ion) var iable=express ion
IF (expression.ROP.variable) variable=express ion

ROP is one of the following relational operators:

.GT. .GE. .LT. .LE.

These IF statements are automatically converted to the equivalent form:

variable = MAX (or) MIN (variable, expression)
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Note that this optimization takes place regardless of the IF conversion speci-
fied with the OPT= keyword on the CFT control statement.

by Tom Engel

Zot - The Next Purge of VSNs

The next purge of VSNs from the TM will take place on January 7, 1984, and
will affect VSNs not accessed since October 2, 1983.

Users must access needed VSNs during the current quarter, to prevent them from
being purged. VSNs on Dedicated and Archival reels and PLIB (P04xxx or
PO5xxx) and PSTORE (@Dxxxx and @xxxx) volumes are not purged.

The UPKEEP utility for TM volume maintenance can be very helpful to users who
wish to update valuable volumes, and to delete unneeded volumes. A full
explanation of UPKEEP may be found on pages 8-10 of the January 1, 1983 issue
of The Record (Volume 4, Number 1). Handouts are also available in the Con-
sulting Office library.

by Mary Trembour.

Meeting of the SCD Advisory Panel Scheduled

Requests from outside users for a total of more than five hours on the CRAY-1
computers must be considered by the Advisory Panel for the Scientific Comput-
ing Division. The Panel will meet April 5-6, 1984. University users should
submit large requests to John Adams or Cicely Ridley of the Scientific Comput-
ing Division by January 27, 1984. Nine to ten weeks are needed for the prere-
view of requests and for the preparation, printing and distribution of Panel
materials.

Documentation Update

The purpose of this column is to announce revisions, updates and new documents
of interest to the user of SCD s conmputers. Included at various times will be
documents issued by SCD, by NCAR but outside SCD, by IBM, and by Cray
Research, Inc. Directions for obtaining the documents are included.

Please note that manuals ordered from SCD will take approximately two weeks to
reach you.
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SCD Documents

Managing Datasets and Programs at NCAR: The Mass Storage Subsystem (NCAR
Technical Note NCAR/'IN-218+IA) is now available from Sal Farfan, room 17G,
(303) 497-1292.

Copies of four new Consulting Office documents are now available from the Con-
sulting Office library or from Sal Farfan. They are: PSIORE - A Permanent
File Storage System (Edition 02.00), TBM Error Codes & Return Messages, TJNINET
User Guide, and IBM 4341 Completion Codes Issued by the NCAR Local Network.

NCAR Documents

NCAR documents are available from Roane Simkin, NCAR Publications Office,
(303) 497-1171.

A Guide to Transform Software for Nonlinear Normal-Mode Initialization of the
NCAR Cammunity Forecast Model, by Ronald Err ico; NCAR Technical Note No. 217,
September 1983.

by Dave Maxey

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

Below is a summary of some items which have appeared in the Daily Bulletin
(the NEWS file for remote entry users). These items concerned systems
changes, operations procedures, and other news of general interest. They may
still be of interest to users and are listed below by topic and date.

CRAY-1:

October 24, 1983
A new network has been installed this morning. A new NETAQR and NEIDISP were
also installed today. NETAQR and NETDISP have been changed so that if you
specify DF=BB, which is invalid for a network transfer, it will be automati-
cally changed to DF=BI, which is correct. Similarly, DFCB will be changed to
DF=CH.

October 25, 1983
UPKEEP CHANGE: CRAY-1 users may no longer use express class when running
their UPKEEP jobs. Certain table size restrictions in the CRAY-1 operating
system cause problems when UPKEEP rapidly generates multiple DISPOSEs to the
TBM. The WAIT, therefore, must be reinstituted on the DISPOSE statements.
This change will be in effect Wednesday, October 26.

October 31, 1983
A change is in the operating system for both machines this nmorning to fix a
term in the General Accounting Unit (GAU) calculation.
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CRAY,CA: The tape software has a feature added today whereby the output pro-
duced will have appended a time stamp and the job sequence number.

November 8, 1983
CRAY,Cl: The direct tape connection software has been installed on the
CRAY,C1 as of November 7. This software has been running on the CRAY,CA since
last June and is 99% checked out. Users may obtain documentation from the
Consulting Off ice.

IMSP TAPE CONNECTION TO BE BROKEN: Since the direct tape connection is up and
running on both CRAY-1 machines, the 1MSP connection to the tapes will be bro-
ken on December 1. Users still using the DMSP method of I/O on tapes are
advised to contact the Consulting Office.

November 9, 1983
SOFTWARE UPDATE for CRAY-1 utility TaMVSN: On Wednesday, November 9, TBMVSN
will be modified as follows:

- VSNs whose inactive copies are faulty will now be flagged with an aster-
isk (*), unless the reel option /T is used.

- Use of data card terminator END will no longer list unassociated VSNs
(i.e. VSNs which are not associated with any user or project number.) To
produce such a list, use the new terminator ENDX.

More complete documentation may be obtained by running a CRAY-I job containing
the control statement:

GE DOC ,LIB=XLIB ,DOC=TfHMVSN.

Please direct questions or comments to Richard Valent, (303) 497-1227.

November 10, 1983
A 1.11 version of the CRAY-1 compiler CFT and coapanion library $FTLIB may be
accessed within a CRAY-I job by preceding the job's first CFT control state-
ment by the control statement:

CFT111.

Please direct related questions to Tom Engel, (303) 497-1297.

IEM 4341:

October 24, 1983
ITM IO: The IO machine has system software added today which consist of early
additions for the "Single System Image" (SSI) software. Users will note only
cosmetic changes at this time. Similar changes were placed into the IA
machine last week.

November 11, 1983
Beginning Monday, November 14, project number validation will be checked at
time of logon. If your default project is invalid, you will be asked to pro-
vide a current project number when you log on. Most users should not be
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affected.

MODCOMP:

October 17, 1983
MODCCMP output has been changed as of today. The first line of output after
the header will have a "1" in column one. This has been done to provide a
one-page form feed.

October 18, 1983
The MODCCMP printer is not producing very good printout. This is due to the
age of the printer and the difficulty in maintaining it. Users who have been
printing their output at NCAR on the MODCCMP printer are requested to DISPOSE
their output to one of the IBM printers. An example of a DISPOSE statement to
accomplish this is:

DISPOSE ,DN=$OUT ,MF=IA ,DEFER.

November 14, 1983
MDDCCMP users of 2000 baud UT200 will have only two ports rather than three.
The port serving phone number 494-4336 has been disconnected and the 2000 baud
modem has been assigned to the RSCS HASP port served by phone number 494-6111.

MISCELTANEOU S:

November 2, 1983
CONSULTING OFFICE: The automatic forwarding of telephone calls to the
recorder is inoperative, as is the back-up extension (1279). The only phone
number which currently works is extension 1278. If you are having trouble
reaching the Consulting Office, send a message to CONSULT1 on the IB4 4341,
and a consultant will contact you.
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Suimary of EAR ®Ccater Use for October 1983

CRAY,CA CCMJUTER

OCTOBER FISCAL YTfl)
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Mnth 744.00 24.000 744.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 15.38 0.496 15.38 0.496
less Hardware Downtime 1.20 0.039 1.20 0.039
less Software Downtime 1.50 0.048 1.50 0.048
less Environrental Downtime 1.75 0.056 1.75 0.056
less Operations Use 0.05 0.002 0.05 0.002
less Other Causes 1.02 0.033 1.02 0.033

Clock Hours Up 723.10 23.326 723.10 23.326
less Systems Checkout 1.57 0.051 1.57 0.051

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 721.53 23.275 721.53 23.275
less Idle Time 22.18 0.715 22.18 0.715

Clock Hours in Use 699.35 22.560 699.35 22.560
% Available Hours Used 96.93 % 96.93 %

CRAY,C1 CMPUTER

OCTOBER FISCAL YSl)
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 744.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 19.13 0.617 19.13 0.617
less Hardware Downtime 4.17 0.135 4.17 0.135
less Software Downtime 0.13 0.004 0.13 0.004
less Environmental Downtime 0.30 0.010 0.30 0.010
less Operations Use 0.13 0.004 0.13 0.004
less Other Causes 2.18 0.070 2.18 0.070

Clock Hours Up 717.96 23.160 717.96 23.160
less Systems Checkout 1.40 0.045 1.40 0.045

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 716.56 23.115 716.56 23.115
less Idle Time 17.36 0.560 17.36 0.560

Clock Hours in Use 699.20 22.555 699.20 22.555
% Available Hours Used 97.58 % 97.58 %
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Ocnauter Resources Allocated in October 1983

CCU
SCIENTIST PROJOECT TITLE

Rquestj Allocl

John Cooper
Univ. of Colo.

Larry Mahrt
Oregon State Univ.

James H. Curry
Univ. of Coo.

Dwight R. Nicholson
Univ. of Iowa

Chi-Pei Chang
Naval Postgrad. School
Monterey, Calif.

Brant Liebmnann
Univ. of Wash.

J. C. Doran
Pacific N.W. Lab.
Battelle

* Peter Webster
Penn St. Univ.

* Robert Wilhelmson
Univ. of Ill.

* H. L. Kuo
Univ. of Chicago

* Donald Perkey
Drexel Univ.

Calculation of collisionally
redistributed radiation

Turbulent fluxes in
Alpex

Low order models,
initialization, and
invariant manifolds

Nonlinear Langmiir
waves in space plasmas

Tropical and monsoon
studies

General circulation
studies

Modelling wind fields
in complex terrain

Dynamics of low-frequency
phenomena

Numerical simulation of
convective storms

Monsoon and squall-line
simulations

Numerical studies of
east coast cyclones

2.4

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.0

4.0

0.83

18.0

98.0

30.0

85.0

2.4

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.0

4.0

0.83

18.0

98.0

25.0

60.0

--- -- ----- - --kl ~ ~- ~ r~ r~llnL IILII -------_
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OcU
SCIENTI Sr PROJFXT TITLE -

James Dominy
Univ, of Wash.

* John Merrill
Univ. of RI

* Tsing-Chang Chen
Iowa St. Univ.

* Dong Kycu Lee
Univ. of Wisc.
Madison

* 'Richard Ste inolfson
Univ. of Calif.
Irvine, Calif.

* Wen-Shunn Kau
Univ. of Ill .

* Tsutomu Takahashi
Univ. of Hawaii

* Young-Jdune Han
Mary Batteen
Oregon St. Univ.

* Akio Arakawa
UCLA

* Nelson Seaman!
Thomas Warner
Penn State

* Robert Gall!
Robert Walko
Univ. of AZ

Carbon and heavy
element abundances
of cool stars

Meteorological analysis
for SEAREX

Effect of long-,wave
radiation of the dynamics
of ultralong waves

Assimilation of satellite
and radar data into
iresoscale prediction models
Nonlinear resistive
tearing and coalescence

A study of cumulus
parareterization in a
global circulation nodel

Thunderstorm electrification
in an axisymnetric cloud
model

The role of ocean eddies
in climate

Numerical modeling and
simulation of the global
atmosphere

Simulation of regional scale
flow influenced by terrain

Multiple vortex developmnt
in tornadoes

5.0

8.0

12.5

10.0

20.0

12.0

50.0

12.5

300.0

31.7

4.0

5.0

8.0

7.0

10.0

20.0

12.0

35.0

12.5

120.0

31.7

4.0

- - - -fi - - - -- - - - -- - -. - I -- -
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CCu
SCIENTIST PROIECT TITLE

Request Al loc.

* Richard Grotjahn M4odelling heating effects 60.0 30.0
Univ. of Calif. upon cyclones

* Toby Carison Mdeling the meteorology 13.5 13.5
Penn State and dust transport in

the Saharan air layer

* Stephen Riser Lagrangian studies of 20.0 20.0
Univ. of Wash. niisoscale motions in

quasi-geostropic oceans

* Jon Haass Nonlinear wave dynamics 16.0 16.0
M.I.T. in galaxies

* Eugene Takle Finite element 8.0 8.0
Iowa St. Univ. boundary layer model

* Douglas Bcudra Numerical studies of 30.0 30.0
Univ. of Miami the Agulhas current system

* Lawrence Gates Research on the 85.0 85.0
Oregon State Univ. dynamics of climate

* Nelson Seaman/ Nuerical study of 33.5 33.5
Thomas Warner east coast cyclogenesis
Penn St. Univ.

* These requests were reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division
Advisory Panel on October 27-28, 1983.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the 5-hour limit above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the anount of time requested to be excessive.
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DICQE No. 001

TRUBLE/DESIGN REPORT
November, 1983

An incorrect error message is given.TRWBLE:

EXP4PLE: JOB,...

LDR.
DISPOSE ,DN=$PLT ,MEN=Dl ,DC=Pr ,DF=BB ,TEXT='&DATArEXT' .

\EOF
PROGRAM TEST
CALL EZY (1. ,1, 'DEGENERATE AUTOGRAPH PLT-*)
STOP
END

The field "TEXT='DATA=TEXTI " should not have been
included on the DISPOSE card in the above job
(since $PLT contains metacode, rather than text).

When the job is run, it produces a fiche
containing the error message "YCXR JOB HAD DATA
ERORS DURING PROCESSING, " which seems to imply
some sort of transmission error between the CRAY-l
and the DICE4H) and is of little help in finding
the actual error. The more informative diagnostic
"NC DATA OF TYPE SPECIFIED" should be given.

COMMENTS:

TBMPJRARY SOUT'ION: None.

Will Spangler (Fred Clare and Dave Kennison).
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